
Merchandise Manager

Job Purpose:
As the Merchandise Manager, you will work closely with the buyers and inventory staff to ensure that the 
stores have the proper product mix, pricing, and quantities.  This candidate must have experience in buying 
with a track record of successful vendor relationship management, negotiation skills, strong analytical insight, 
and experience generating and managing reporting and analysis. Excellent communication skills within a 
team-based environment and great understanding of Excel will be essential to your success.  

Essential Duties & Responsibilities:
 Review and continually work with the buying teams to enhance Kessler’s overall merchandise, diamond 

assortment, and processes 
 Stay up to date with industry trends, forecasts, and product analytics as well as supply and demand to 

meet the business needs
 Overseeing the negotiating of costs, terms, exchanging and pricing of inventory for multiple stores.
 Tracking inventory movement and ensuring the retail locations have the proper product needed to meet sales

forecasts.
 Collaborating with the marketing department and buying teams to brainstorm new products, initiatives, 

introduce new ad campaigns and create eye-catching in-store displays that showcase the brand and aesthetic 
of the company.

 Interpreting sales reports to provide guidance on how to increase gross profit and turns along with stronger 
customer engagement.

 Actively manage, train, coach and develop merchandising and inventory team 
 Perform other duties as assigned 

Qualifications (What we look for):
 5+ years’ prior merchandising or buying experience for a retail environment.  Experience in fine jewelry 

preferred.
 Degree in Business Administration or equivalent a plus but not required
 Exceptional interpersonal and communication skills, both written and verbal 
 Ability to think both strategically and tactically with strong attention to detail
 Capacity to create reporting analytics monthly and share them with upper management
 Strong computer skills to include excel, word and pivot tables.
 Ability to multi-task
 Highly organized with focus on execution, problem solving, and improving processes
 Comfortable working independently and with a team
 Someone who wants to have fun everyday!

Physical Demands:

The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by an employee to 
successfully perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 
individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions.

While performing the duties of this job, the employee is frequently required to stand, walk, sit, and talk or 
hear. The employee is frequently required to use hands to finger, handle, or feel; reach with hands. The 
employee must occasionally lift and/or move no more than 35 pounds. Specific vision abilities required by this
job include close vision, and ability to adjust focus.
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